Reissue (T334)

From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No: 1286 8 September 1944

To VIKTOR[i].

[21 groups unrecovered]

The first meeting was not [6 groups unrecovered] KSA[ii]. Taking this into account ShTOK[iii] was sent to the meeting on the day of his departure. The second meeting

[27 groups unrecovered]
[66 groups unrecoverable]

The surname of this representative we will report in a supplement. CONTRACTOR [PODRYAdCHIK][iv] considers that [6 groups unrecovered] through suitable figure-heads.

CONTRACTOR does not deal with oil questions. He considers it possible to give attention to them only in the event of instructions from his country. He asks that his partner be informed and that an answer to all these questions be received before 14 September.

No.711

SON's [SYN][v] letter was sent 31 August.

No.712

[13 groups unrecoverable] [5 groups unrecovered]

. Please ask VARD0[vi] herself.

No.713 8 September

MAY[MAJ][vii]

Today I received all the telegrams on the pages about which I was inquiring. They were received apparently upon enquiry of the manager of the SCo[SShO][viii] [6 groups unrecovered]

BORIS[ix]
Comments:

[i] VIKTOR: Lt. Gen. P. M. FITIN

[ii] KSA: Unknown. Possibly stands for some organization. Could also be transliterated CSA.

[iii] SHTOK: Mikhail A. SHLYAPIN.

[iv] PODRYAPKH: [redacted]

[v] SYN: Unidentified.

[vi] VARDO: Elizabeth ZUBILIN.

[vii] MAJ: Stepan Zakharovich APRESYAN.


[ix] BORIS: Aleksandr SAPRYKIN.